
 
What if: 
your 70 year old heart could function again like a 30 or 40 year old? 

What if  
your cancer can really disappear in 6-8 weeks? 

What if  
near blindness can actually be reversed? 

What if  
your life can be disease free and healthy again? 

What if  
you can reclaim your health independence? 

 

The Institution of Health Science can make your what ifs a reality… and can do so using scientifically 
proven technology – that’s even been featured on the Dr OZ TV show recently. Knowledge that’s been kept 
from you by the medical profession until now. 

Do you want a real lasting cure for your illness – rather than being given medicine and drugs that only 
ease the pain, suppresses the symptoms and allow the illness to progress and grow? 

If so – keep reading.  
 
The Institution of Health Science has helped thousands of ordinary people just like you regain their 
health again, quickly - without side effects. 
WHY THE MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT DOESN’T WANT YOU TO KNOW 

Firstly you have to ask yourself - why do most doctors prescribe treatments that only manage symptoms… 
while ignoring the real cause of the disease or illness? 

The short answer is that there is a lot of deception in the medical industry… 
A study published in the New England Journal of Medicine uncovered that more than a third of all doctors 
have received payments from drug companies. Now, why would this matter? Well, another study done at 
the University of California at San Diego found that when a drug company pays a doctor he is more likely to 
prescribe that company’s drug. 

Are drug companies bribing doctors to prescribe their drugs? Well, in 2012, GLaxoSmithKline, one of the 
largest pharmaceutical manufacturers had to pay a fine of $3 billion dollars, yes, that’s billions with a B. 
precisely because they were caught bribing doctors. Do you think they stopped after that? No. In 2014, 
they got caught again, this time in China, and had to pay 490 million dollars for bribing their doctors too. 

But it doesn’t stop there. Pharmaceutical companies have even been caught bribing their own competitors. 
Paying them money to NOT produce cheaper generic prescription drugs. The United States Supreme 
Court issued a ruling that the Federal Trade Commission can sue pharmaceutical companies for these 
antitrust violations in the future. 

Marcia Angell - former editor-in-chief of The New England Journal of Medicine, one of the most powerful 
positions in American medicine acquired insights into the direct workings of the medical and 
pharmaceutical industries. In her opinion, the pharmaceutical industry is "now primarily a marketing 
machine to sell drugs of dubious benefit.” 

As you can probably see now there are a lot of reasons why the medical profession does not want you to 
hear about natural and scientifically prove ways of curing your illness which does not involve expensive 
drugs… 

The Institution of Health Science offers just that. The ability to have control over your healthcare, revitalize, 
re-energize, get your old self back and live life like you are meant to live it… 

If you’ve had or currently suffer any long term chronic illness you’ll know just how debilitating that can be. 
Imagine just living a normal life again... Doesn't this sound fantastic? 
No more drugs… 

No chemotherapy or radiation… 

Noshortness of breath, palpitations, weakness, dizziness, nausea, 



Nostressful doctor's visits… 

The freedom to simply live life... 

Spend time with your kids or grand-kids, and KNOW that you will be there… Watching them grow and 
sharing many wonderful moments with them… 

Be there for your spouse, instead of having them worry about you... Be their rock... The one they can lean 
on... 

Imagine the fear, stress and doubt just melting away… As you realize you'll never need to suffer with 
chronic pain... Imagine the fear crippling you inside, releasing, letting go and never coming back... 

You know what's going to happen? The real you will come out... 

A healthy, energetic and happy you that you forgot you even had inside... 

Keep reading to learn the single secret into the workings of the human body... The natural drug-free, 
scientifically proven treatment that can reverse your illness... and make you well again the natural way. 

THE SCIENTIFIC SECRET 

"The secret of the universe lies in energy, frequency and vibration." Royal Raymond Rife. 

Science has proven that our bodies need five elements for life: food, water, sunshine, oxygen – and the 
fifth that you may not have heard of is the Earths Pulsed ElectroMagnetic Field or PEMF. 

These frequencies are widely recognized and so essential to human health that NASA and the Russian 
space program have equipped their space craft and the international space station with electromagnetic 
generators. These frequencies are necessary for the body’s natural energy, rhythm and energy. 

The human body works with distinctive frequencies to maintain a healthy working environment - but if these 
frequencies are out of balance, organs and organ functions are compromised. Thousands of signals are 
working in your body at any given time. 

Here’s just one example: When insulin docks on a cell receptor, it sends an instruction via a signal to the 
transporter to move to the cell membrane, allowing the sugars to enter through the cell membrane. This is 
called a signal by the medical fraternity. Others will call it a wave, a pulse, a vibration or a frequency. Even 
traditional modern medicine understands, believes and acknowledges the importance of signals in the 
organs, cells and nerves to have a healthy, functioning body. 

The healing powers of frequencies can be found elsewhere in the natural world. Scientists have for 
example proven that when cats purr, they send out calming waves. When injured or in distress, the purring 
helps the cat get better faster. 

The low frequency of purrs causes a series of related vibrations within their body that can: 

 Heal bones and wounds 

 Build muscle and repair tendons 

 Ease breathing 

 Lessen pain and swelling 

Human bodies use magnetic fields in a similar way to generate cellular energy. This increased energy is 
needed to help our bodies heal and regain balance. Magnetic healing isn’t something new and can in fact 
be traced back over 4000 years. Today we know the human body is made up of cells, and cells are 
comprised of molecules. Molecules are in turn made of atoms. Atoms are energy, so it stands to reason 
that our body is predominantly energy. 

One of the most common problems with people today is that they don’t have enough energy in their cells. 
Many things can deplete it. You have to eat well, to exercise, and to have the right attitude. The world 
today, due to many cyclical and environmental factors, has a weaker energy field than it did at the height of 
human evolution. As a result our bodies are energy starved. 

When our body’s cells replicate for maintenance and growth if the atom’s energy level is high, a healthy cell 
is created. On the other hand if the atom’s energy level is too low degenerative cells are created. 

Research with unhealthy cells such as cancer cells show that they have an unhealthy electromagnetic field. 
By inducing a strong magnetic field we can repair the cell and the environment to function with specific 



pulsing. If we use strong and potent magnetic fields the cancer cells cannot endure this shockwave which 
causes the disintegration of the cancer cell. 

Ultimately we are just energy vibrating at a distinctive frequency. The positive side of this is that each 
unique frequency necessary for the human body can be manipulated and trained by constant rhythmic 
signals to resonate with good health. 

It’s on these principles that inventions such as sonar and MRI were created. 

Similarly the Institution of Health Science bases our treatment on exactly the same scientifically proven 
ideas. 

The Institution of Health Science Cell Quicken is a leading pulsed electromagnetic field device that’s used 
in clinics all around the world. Cell Quicken delivers non-invasive sound and energy therapy, which 
enhances the body’s energy levels and natural magnetic field. By enhancing the body’s energy levels and 
natural magnetic field, the Cell Quicken treats the symptom and cause without adverse side effects. 

With almost 7000 built-in therapies it sends the correct stimulating frequencies to the correct part of the 
body depending on your specific health needs. Each frequency is engineered to stimulate the specific 
organs healing properties. 

The Quickens’ transmitting probes lie next to you while you are asleep, sending signals to treat your health 
problems – at the source. Your ailments and pain can be treated in sequence throughout the evening or 
day, while asleep or awake. You can program and forget it – the Cell Quicken runs through the sequences 
automatically. Because of the balancing effect of the frequencies it’s completely safe being in the vicinity of 
others. 

The CellQuicken is a self-care device that’s designed to give you back control over your healthcare. No 
more need for pills or hospital visits. You are enabled to create your own therapy programs using common 
search-words on the device. Alternatively you can consult our network of doctors who will assist in creating 
the program most beneficial to your health needs. These are medical practitioners selected because of 
their experience in designing a personalized program on the CellQuicken. 

Additionally available is the CellQuicken Analyser – which enables you through 256 health screening 
information points to get an in depth look at how each organ is functioning in your body and identify quickly 
what and where the problem is. 

Screening should be carried out regularly so you can compare your health status and measure your 
progress. By so doing, you identify to what extent your treatment programs must be adjusted. Out of this 
knowledge, you create a program completely tailored to your own unique health problems. No more taking 
the same pill as everyone else! No more one size fits all. The treatment program is completely unique to 
your health. Just the way any health program should be. 
But don't just take our word for it… 

 


